
FATE WORSE  
THAN DEATH 

 The Dredge had fallen. Whatever had caused it, Viktor thought, 

was not his immediate concern. Not when the wounded still 

needed tending.  

 He marched without breaking stride amidst the ruins of what 

had once been a gigantic prison mine in the depths of Zaun. The 

Dredge had been buried so deep into the undercity that only the 

most audacious rays of sunlight could ever hope to make their 

way through the thick Gray above. The dim light of Zaun’s 

pervasive machinery was the only semblance of luminance in 

that hellish pit.  

 Parts of Viktor’s own body, by then perhaps more machine 

than man, emitted a faint orange-red glow as if he were a 

walking furnace, letting the brave few who had also come to 

help know exactly who stood beside them.  



 He heard the soft laments and desperate screams of people 

buried under the stone and steel around him. He was losing 

them, each heartbeat fainter than the last. 

 An older woman stood still in front of him, so deep in thought 

that she did not notice him, contemplating the sheer 

destruction of whatever disaster had befallen Zaun.  

 “Hasn’t this city suffered enough?” she let out in hushed 

whispers, the kind people let out when they feel exhausted and 

defeated and hope begins to elude them. She began quietly 

reciting a number of prayers, praying that the Wind Goddess 

would shelter the city from further harm.  

 He rallied the people around him to move the debris around 

them and to bring him any survivors they happened to find. 

After all, lives were at stake. 

 The people knew who he was, they had heard the stories, 

everyone had, but, in a situation like this, what else could they 

do but obey? They set out to work, motivated by Viktor’s call to 

help, as did he. 

 He began using the full breadth of his equipment: his fingertips 

were specifically built for a quick painless injection of an 



anesthetic product, dulling the pain of the victims. His third 

arm, a mechanical appendage, curiously mounted on his 

shoulder, fired thin rays of light, cauterizing wounds.  

 He moved decisively, evaluating each victim that was brought 

to him and immediately setting to work as if he were a medic 

that had seen dozens such injuries countless times before. 

 His work seemed to attract an unusual set of guests, a boy and 

a girl. Something about them was strangely familiar and yet 

decisively alien. The girl, with pale skin and long white hairs, 

watched Viktor’s work with great scrutiny.  

 “What are you doing?” she asked. 

 Viktor hesitated for a moment, he had never been the most 

agile in social situations and the last few years certainly hadn’t 

helped him in this regard. Children were not his specialty. 

 “I’m trying to save them.” 

 The girl tilted her head curiously.  “Why?”  

 Viktor did not deign to answer her, quietly focusing on his 

work. He could feel the other child, the boy, eagerly running 



around them as if he was taking in the disastrous view with 

great excitement.  

 He would occasionally stand by the girl’s side, watching Viktor 

work as she did, but his expression would quickly turn to one of 

boredom and he would soon leave. Clearly, patience was not his 

strong suit. 

 “He means no disrespect. He just enjoys running and chasing.” 

 Viktor let out a small grunt, expressing a reluctant acceptance 

of the boy’s antics. 

 “Are you a golem?” she whispered. 

 “No, not quite.” he replied, in between careful incisions into a 

man’s arm, attempting to remove bits of lodged shrapnel. “I was 

born a human, I need not die as one.” 

 “What happened to you?” she kept insisting. 

 Viktor wasn’t the type to care for what others thought of his 

work. Over the years he had learned that many people, even 

those meant to be his “peers”, were far too short-minded to 

understand his philosophy.  



 Something about the girl made him reconsider that, however. 

She was curious, as he once was, but he would never make a 

decision based on sheer nostalgia or sentimentality. She seemed 

to know more than a child should know and a strange tingling 

sensation at the very back of his mind motivated him to answer. 

 “I did this to myself.” 

 “Why?” she relentlessly continued with her questioning. 

 “Humanity is flawed. We are mortal, prone to disease, liable to 

make mistakes.” he fired a quick precise beam of light around 

the cuts he had made, cauterizing them. “I believe we could be 

more than that.” 

 The girl audibly hummed, as if carefully pondering Viktor’s 

words. “But what would you be if not humans? Machines? Is 

that why you look like that?” 

 “I intend to improve on mankind’s flaws. This explosion was 

but the last disaster that came about due to human folly or 

blunder.” 

 He looked the girl in the eyes but something about them deeply 

disconcerted Viktor. And this was odd, since Viktor had long 



removed his own ability to feel fear or regret beyond what he 

deemed “acceptable”.  

 “Piltover and Zaun are both examples of what mankind can 

achieve, of what Hextech can lead into. We would not have 

arrived here if we had idly accepted the simpleton lifestyle of 

Freljordian barbarians. And we won’t achieve anything further 

if we accept things like death and disease and pain as 

inevitable.” he continued before resuming his work, intently 

assessing the condition of another victim. 

 The girl nodded. 

 “You may yet be right. I simply wonder if an eternity without 

feeling isn’t a fate worse than Death?” 

 Viktor’s head rose the moment she spoke those words only to 

find that both of the children had seemingly vanished. He 

looked around, his mind racing to explain the children’s sudden 

disappearance.  

 The labored breathing of one of his patients pulled him back to 

the world of the living. His work was not yet done. Perhaps it 

never would be. 

A fate worse than Death? For Viktor there was no such thing. 


